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Richard Lederer
Hallowe’en Presentation for Monsters Unchained
Saturday, October 25, 12:00 PM 

MG’s Hallowe’en Saturday kicks off at noon with verbivore 
and San Diego Union-Tribune columnist Richard Lederer and 
his latest collection, a great Hallowe’en item for kids and 
“groan ups,” Monsters Unchained! “How do you make a 
skeleton laugh?” “You tickle its funny bone.” The more than 
1,000 jokes, 60 poems, 80 illustrations, and 20 creepy 
creatures in Monsters Unchained! are guaranteed to tickle 
attendees’ funny bones.  

Abigail Padgett
Launch Party for An Unremembered Grave
Saturday, October 25, 2:00 PM 

MG’s Spooky Saturday continues at with the long overdue 
return to the Galaxy of Abigail Padgett. 
An Unremembered Grave is something 
of a departure for readers of Abbie’s Bo 
Bradley or Blue McCarron mysteries. In 
her latest novel, Abbie spins a gothic 
tale of blood, a history professor, a 
prisoner, and a vampire in Louisiana. 
The festivities will include a (non-
sparkling) vampire, atmospheric music, 
and refreshments. 

Hank Phillippi Ryan
Signs Truth Be Told
Sunday, October 26, 2:00 PM 

The third in the award-winning Jane Ryland and Jake Brogan 
mystery series, Truth Be Told, takes us into the world of 
foreclosure fraud. Investigative reporter Jane Ryland finds out 
the truth behind a middle class family’s eviction from their 
home and the players behind the scheme will stop at nothing 
to cover up their secret. Meanwhile, Boston homicide 
detective Jake Brogan investigates a 20-year-old cold case 
that he has a personal stake in. Hank is an on-air investigative 
reporter for Boston’s NBC affiliate. She’s won multiple 
Emmys, Edward R. Murrow awards, and dozens of other 
honors for her ground-breaking journalism. Coupled with her 
Agatha, Macavity, and Anthony awards, as well as the 
coveted Mary Higgins Clark award, Hank proves she’s one of 
the thriller elite. 

Garth Nix
Signs Clariel
Monday, October 27, 7:30 PM

Australian native Garth Nix has, 
throughout the years, constantly been 
asked if the name that appears on his 
books is a pseudonym. “I guess people 
ask me because it sounds like the perfect 
name for a writer of fantasy.” He goes 
onto say, “However, it is my real name.” 
Fantasy readers came to know Garth’s very real name when 
Sabriel, the first in his Old Kingdoms series, was released in 
1995 and became a smash. Eleven years after his third entry 
Abhorsen, Garth returns to the world of the Old Kingdoms 
with Clariel. In this prequel, Clariel, the daughter of one of a 
notable family, is tasked with finding a loose, dangerous Free 
Magic creature and protecting the old King Orrikan, all while 
trying to avoid an undesirable arranged marriage. 

Charlie Lovett
Signs First Impressions 
Tuesday, October 28, 7:00 PM

Charlie Lovett has been collecting rare 
books for years and has amassed a huge 
collection of items connected to Lewis 
Carroll, including Carroll’s own 1888 
typewriter. Using his love of old books, 
authors, and the countryside, Charlie 
authored last year’s The Bookman’s 
Tale, a mystery centuries deep concerning the works, and the 
rumored true identity, of William Shakespeare. Charlie 
returns with First Impressions, a dual-narrative featuring a 
bookseller and Jane Austen, herself! Sophie Collingwood has 
just taken a job as at an antiquarian bookshop when two 
customers ask for the same novel, the second edition of Little 
Book of Allegories by Richard Mansfield. While her search 
leads her in many directions, we are given a glimpse of the 
touching friendship between Mr. Mansfield and Jane Austen. 

Patrick Rothfuss
Signs The Slow Regard of Silent Things
Wednesday, October 29, 7:30 PM

Patrick Rothfuss has created quite a stir 
in the fantasy community, with Patrick 
Heffernan as his faithful advocate. 2007’s 
The Name of the Wind, followed by 
2011’s The Wise Man’s Fear, gained Pat 
a large fan base; one that brings the hype 
for his still-untitled third Kingkiller 
Chronicles novel to an all-time high. This fall, fans can return 
to the Chronicles’ world with The Slow Regard of Silent 
Things, a novella centering on one of the series’ most 
intriguing characters, Auri, a young woman living in the dark 
passages underneath the series’ university. 

This is a numbered event – numbers for the 
signing line are free with the purchase of The 
Slow Regard of Silent Things from Mysterious 
Galaxy beginning on October 28. 

Trick or Treat

At Our New Location (Coming Soon!)
5943 Balboa Ave Ste.100
Friday, October 31, 6:30 PM to 8:00 PM 

Are you curious about our new location? Would you like a 
Hallowe’en treat? You are in luck, because on Hallowe’en 
night we will be at the new location giving out Hallowe’en 
treat bags! You will be able to peek 
inside the storefront in progress (but not 
go in since it’s still a hard hat area), and 
we will have a trick or treat bag with a 
free book and treats. Come in costume, 
especially if you’re garbed in genre, and 
take part in a fun introduction to the new 
MG neighborhood! 

Lauren Kate
Signs Waterfall
Saturday, November 1, 12:30 PM 

Readers are invited to immerse themselves in the dark 
thrilling emotional world of Eureka Bordeaux, introduced in 
Lauren Kate’s Teardrop, as she faces love, betrayal, and 
contradictions, as well as the rise of Atlantis and 
confrontations with its king, all unleashed by a single tear. 
The best-selling author of the Fallen novels – being adapted 
for the screen by Academy Award-winning director, Scott 
Hicks – will also share the changes and challenges she faced 
in her writing process, and her relationship with her 
characters and stories, while writing Waterfall.  

Day of the Dead Celebration!

Treats from The Art of Eating Through the  
Zombie Apocalypse
Spotlight Authors: Maria Alexander, Leslie Klinger,  
E.S. Magill, Abigail Padgett, Eric Red, Tiffany Tang and 
Tamara Thorne
Saturday, November 1, 3:00 PM 

Our staff will be cooking up recipes from The Art of Eating 
Through a Zombie Apocalypse, so expect some interesting – 
and possibly disgusting – snacks to sample. A fine group of 
horror authors will add atmosphere to the spooky occasion: 
Maria Alexander signs Mr. Wicker; Leslie Klinger signs The 
Annotated Lovecraft; E.S. Magill signs Halloween Tales; 
Abigail Padgett signs An Unremembered Grave; Eric Red 
signs It Waits Below; Tiffany Tang signs creepy little death 
poems; and Tamara Thorne signs Thunder Road. Join us for a 
full afternoon of haunting fun. 

Timothy Hallinan
Signs For the Dead
Monday, November 3, 7:30 PM 

We’re thrilled to celebrate the launch of For the Dead, the 
sixth Poke Rafferty title. This Edgar- and Macavity-
nominated thriller series set in Bangkok, featuring travel 
writer Poke Rafferty, is just as gripping and fast-paced as 
ever. If you haven’t discovered Timothy Hallinan and this 
gritty series, then it’s time you did. In this latest, Poke’s 
adopted daughter Miaow buys a stolen iPhone and discovers 
photos of two dead police officers. It soon becomes clear that 
there is a conspiracy surrounding the murder investigation 

that reaches all the way to the top of Bangkok law enforcement, 
endangering Poke and his entire family. Tim is also the author of 
the Junior Bender mysteries, featuring a wise-cracking burglar 
who moonlights as a private eye for crooks.

A Taste of Bouchercon
With Alex Marwood, John Connolly, and Jon McGoran
Wednesday, November 12, 7:00 PM 

It’s a triple thriller threat as we welcome the award-winning 
John Connolly and his new Charlie Parker novel; Jon McGoran 
and his second eco-thriller; and Alex Marwood with her latest 
psychological thriller. This promises to be an unforgettable 
event for any mystery/thriller lover. 

Alex is the pseudonym for a successful journalist and novelist 
who has worked extensively across the British Press. Her debut 
novel, The Wicked Girls, achieved widespread acclaim and was 
included in Stephen King’s 2013 Ten Best Books of the Year. 
The Killer Next Door is about six residents of 23 Beulah Grove 
who all have secrets which is why they pay cash only with no 
leases. One unbearably hot summer night, there is a terrible 
accident which pushes them into an uneasy alliance. Little do 
they know that one of them is a killer. 

John’s first Parker novel, Every Dead Thing, won the Shamus 
award for Best First Novel. He has since written eleven more 
novels featuring the haunted ex-NYPD detective turned 
private investigator. In The Wolf in Winter, Parker goes to 
Prosperous, Maine, a tightknit secretive community, to 
investigate the death of a homeless man and his daughter’s 
disappearance. John is also the author of the Samuel Johnson 
fantasy series for middle graders.  

Drift, Jon McGoran’s debut novel, introduced readers to 
tough-talking Philly narcotics detective Doyle Carrick, and 
organic farmer, Nola Watkins. The eco-thriller received a 
starred review from Publishers Weekly. Deadout is the fast-
paced follow-up where Doyle and Nola take a trip to an 
island off the New England coast to jumpstart their stalled 
relationship. There they discover the island’s bees are dying 
from a mysterious plague. When a biotech corporation moves 
in with genetically modified super bees, tension on the island 
erupts, and Doyle uncovers a terrible secret that threatens to 
destroy the world. 

Michael Martinez
Signs The Enceladus Crisis
Thursday, November 13, 7:30 PM

Michael J. Martinez has been a professional writer and 
journalist for nearly two decades and, after years of telling 
other peoples’ stories, is excited to tell some of his own 
creation. His talent for writing and immense imagination 
merged and resulted in his debut novel, 2013’s The Daedlus 
Incident. In follow-up The Enceladus Crisis, Lieutenant 
Commander Shaila Jain spearheads the first manned-mission 
to Saturn, with its icy moon Enceladus holding powerful 
secrets. Thomas Weatherby, captain of the seventy-four-gun 
Fortitude, pursues a French ship as it makes it way starbound 
from the Nile. And alchemist Andrew Finch, integrating 
himself into Napoleon’s forces, discovers the true reason for 
their invasion of Egypt. 

Steven Erikson
Signs Willful Child
Monday, November 17, 7:30 PM 

Steven Erikson is quite well known for his 
dark and epic Malazan Books of the 
Fallen, a series that we of MG have loved 
for more of a decade. It may be hard to 
believe, but this author has a lighter side ... 
and a great love of the cheesy goodness 
that is the original Star Trek. Steven has 
wanted to write a work along these lines for some time, and 
encouraged by his wife, he finally has. The result is Willful 
Child, a star trekking farce beyond compare, chronicling the 
voyages of the starship A.S.F. Willful Child. (See Patrick’s 
review on the other side of this newsletter.) Join us as we 
celebrate Steven’s affectionate and hilarious homage to Gene 
Roddenberry’s creation. 

Looking Ahead: 
San Diego Storefront Moving Day – November 22; Scott Poole 
– November 23; Drake & McTrowell – November 23; Small 
Business Saturday and Indies First Day – November 29; Farel 
Dalrymple – December 4; Marie Lu – December 5; Gini Koch 
– December 6; A Visit from the Grinch – December 13; Weston 
Ochse – December 13; C.B. McKenzie – December 13; E.J. 
Copperman – December 13; Amy Nichols – December 13 … 
with more events to be announced!  
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